TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
This module is added to Luxom installations where
the maximum permitted number of modules
(60) and / or meter bus cable (600m)
has been exceeded.
Its main tasks are to compensate for incurred signal
losses, and the realization of a galvanic isolation
between Channel A and Channel B.
Galvanic isolation means that both on channels of the
repeater a 24 VDC power supply and termination
module must be connected.
By working with separate power supplies,
one increases the reliability of the system when a
short circuit would occur on a channel of the repeater.
The other channel works flawlessly on.
This module provides a solution when two buildings
with a different earth potential have to communicate
with each other.
This module has a built-in termination on each side.

Technical data channel A (backbone)
Product ID
BUS
Communication
Power supply
Minus
Power consumption
Number of bus connections
Screw connector BUS
Visualisation

B0
CBUS
Galvanic isolation of channel B
24 VDC
Galvanic isolation of channel B
0,25VA
2
4 mm²
LED for communication, current and power

Technical data channel B
Product ID
BUS
Communication
Power supply
Minus
Power consumption
Number of bus connections
Screw connector BUS
Visualisation

B0
CBUS
Galvanic isolation of channel A
24 VDC
Galvanic isolation of channel A
0,25VA
2
4 mm²
LED for communication, current and power

Installation
Warranty
Operational temperature
Protection level
Dimensions LxWxH
Number of DIN-rail modules 18 mm

DIN-rail mount
3 year on exchange
0 - 50°C
IP 20
72 x 90 x 62 mm
4
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The table below provides the ability to detect and correct certain problems.
If additional assistance is required do not hesitate to contact a technical manager.
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P R OB L E M
LED channel A and B blink

----------------

Normal communication transfer

LED channel A continues to blink rapidly

LED channel B continues to blink rapidly

The LEDs of channel A and channel B
are constantly on and the lights
can not be switched on or off.

T IE

100 mA bus current failure
channel A. (LED’s U &/or I are off )

1. Remove the short circuit between the S
and - wiring on channel A
2. Check the termination connection

The repeater fails to send
data to channel B.

Check bus current, wiring and voltage
on channel B.

100mA bus current failure
channel B. (LED’s U &/or I are off )

1. Remove the short circuit between the S
and - wiring on channel B
2. Check the termination connection

The repeater fails to send
data to channel A.

Check bus current, wiring and voltage
on channel A.

The bus is continuously occupied by an
error in the programming.
(endless loop in the programming)

1. Check through the busmonitor
which addresses are repetitively send
on the bus.
2. Switch off the bus voltage for a period
of 10 seconds to stop the endless
loop.
3. Adjust the programming so that
the loop can no longer occur.(*)

(*) Endless loops occur when a module is set to send an address + function on the bus and
is also set to receive the same address + function.
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